Abstract: Targeting HMGB1 with antibodies and inhibitory peptides

The danger signal, High Mobility Group Box-1 (HMGB1), is a chromatin binding protein that sits at the intersection between sterile and infectious immunity. We have previously shown that HMGB1 signaling is critical to drive the pathogenic process of experimental drug-induced liver injury (DILI) using novel hepatocyte conditional knock out mice [1]. HMGB1 is passively released by necrotic cells and acts as a DAMP (Damage Associated Molecular Pattern) that connects cell death with the activation of immune responses. Active secretion of HMGB1 also occurs via acetylation of key nuclear localisation signals. The function of HMGB1 as an inflammatory mediator is highly regulated by post-translational redox modifications. We have also demonstrated that the acetyl isoform of HMGB1 is a prognostic biomarker of clinical acetaminophen overdose [2] and deleterious outcome in human idiosyncratic DILI. Furthermore redox-dependent and functionally relevant HMGB1 isoforms also show characteristic signatures associated with outcome and can distinguish between benign or serious liver injury in man and in vivo. Given that these data point to HMGB1 being a master regulator of clinical and experimental DILI, we reasoned that HMGB1 would represent a novel and attractive therapeutic target. We developed partly humanized monoclonal antibodies targeted towards HMGB1 and inhibitory peptides based on in silico predictions of HMGB1 key binding residues for
interactions with target receptors (TLR4-MD2) [3]. Data to be presented here show that our lead monoclonal antibody (h2G7) was dose dependently efficacious in preclinical acetaminophen hepatotoxicity models as shown by reduced ALT activity, improved survival and by blocking inflammatory cytokine upregulation and hepatic inflammatory cell infiltrates. We have also shown that the mechanism of protection was due to analyte neutralisation through the use of effector function deficient variants of h2G7 required for compliment activation and antibody dependent cell cytotoxicity. In parallel we have also demonstrated that the inhibitory peptides were also protective in vivo. Here we also show these therapeutics were also efficacious at later time points when the acetaminophen antidote, acetylcysteine, was ineffective. These data show for the first time the generation of a partly humanized HMGB1-neutralizing antibody and inhibitory peptides with validated therapeutic efficacy. It represents important progress towards clinical implementation of HMGB1-specific therapy as a means to treat paracetamol overdose and possibly other human inflammation-dependent DILI events.
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